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PRESS RELEASE  

Dallas, TX, March 18, 2024  
 

ALTO Aviation introduces the new ALTO Soundbar Cabin Audio System for business aircraft. 
 
ALTO Aviation, a leading aerospace supplier of certified cabin audio systems and cabin control equipment 
for Business Aircraft, has expanded the company's components portfolio with the development of a new 
cabin audio solution supported by a new ALTO Soundbar.  
 
The ALTO Soundbar has been designed and engineered in-house by the ALTO engineering team to provide 
a new integrated cabin audio system specific for medium-sized, large, and VVIP Business aircraft. Currently 
available in two sizes, thirty-one (31) inches and forty (40) inches, the ALTO Soundbar can fit under 
monitor screens or be installed as required by each cabin specification.  

The ALTO Soundbar includes three (3) TSO-certified top-of-the-line ALTO ASP-250 loudspeakers, one ALTO 
amplifier offering flexibility with AC or DC systems, and the number of ALTO subwoofers, depending on 
customization and specifications for each aircraft, with two (2) subwoofers providing a fully immersive 
listening experience, maximizing sound quality while minimizing distortion, providing outstanding output, 
efficiency, and sensitivity. Enclosures can be customized with different colors and textures to match every 
cabin interior concept seamlessly. 

The ALTO Soundbar is suitable for all configurations of ALTO cabin audio systems, both for OEMs and 
aftermarket installations, with several field-proven aftermarket installations, including privately owned 
and operated aircraft, as well as large fleet/charter aircraft in leading platforms, including BBJ 757, 
Bombardier Global Express, and Embraer Lineage 1000E, and Gulfstream. 

"We are very excited about the positive feedback on the ALTO Soundbar cabin audio system. Our 
authorized installers' continued support and trust in our offering means everything to us. Knowing that 
we add value to their aircraft inspires us to continue providing new passenger-centric listening 
experiences, developing audio products and solutions designed with simplicity and unrivaled performance 
in mind," says Kevin Hayes, VP of Sales and Marketing at ALTO Aviation.   
 
ALTO Aviation exhibits the new ALTO Soundbar at the AEA International Convention and Trade Show in 
Dallas, TX, booth #414, also offering personalized demonstrations of ALTO MySound™, exclusive seat-
centric audio technology, and a full display of the Cadence™ Cabin Management System for all business 
aircraft. 
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About ALTO Aviation 
 
ALTO Aviation is a leading aerospace industry supplier of premium cabin audio systems and cabin 
management solutions, and it has over 26 years of experience in business aviation. Our team designs, 
manufactures, and distributes premium customized cabin audio systems and Cabin Management for all 
aircraft types in Business Aviation.  
 
Our solutions include ALTO Sound™ Digital Surround Sound, ALTO Soundstage™ Immersive 3D audio, VIP 
seat optimization, PA/Chime Systems, Bluetooth® audio, Cadence™ Cabin Management System, 
Cadence™ direct replacement Passenger Controls, and ALTO cabin control app. All our products are FAA 
TSO-C139 approved and are sold to most major OEMs and successfully installed by leading MRO 
companies worldwide.  
 
ALTO cabin systems engineers tune each cabin onsite to optimize each installation. Over 7,000 business 
jets fly with ALTO Aviation components.  
 
ALTO also manufactures precision sheet metal and machined parts for aerospace and multiple high-
standard industries. For more information, please visit www.altoaviation.com or contact Cristina Scarlata 
at cscarlata@altoaviation.com 
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